
 
Course code: 03RESADV 

Advanced Amateur Radio Course. 
There are differences between Standard and Advanced that you should be aware of: - 
 
The Advanced is done with you working with a RES facilitator. You will complete essay assignments 
one at a time and return them to your facilitator for comment and review.   

The assignments are in MS Word format. 

Assignments are questions, requiring mostly short essay answers. The answers you will find in the 
course textbook.  Try to answer the assignments using your own words 

The goal is one assignment one per week. You can go faster if you wish. This can be flexible. Each 
assignment is approximately 1-2 hours work. 
 
Your assignments are emailed back to your facilitator who will revue and comment on them and 
return them to you with your next assignment. 
 
At times your facilitator may send you links to supplementary video tutorials. 
There are 20 assignments. The 14 multiple choice revisions. 
Then some trial exams - all reviewed and commented on. 
The length of the Advanced course depends on how much time and effort you put into it. The fastest 
students take about 3 months - the average is more like 4 months.  You can find out more about the 
Advanced course and other courses in the FAQ on the RES homepage 

For the Advanced course you need: - 

 
We recommend Lulu for print and paper quality either paperback or hardcase. 

Various purchasing options (and preview) here: - 

http://members.iinet.net.au/~ronber/ 

The Advanced course is $50 and you also have to buy the book. At times the course book is available 
through RES. Course code 20RESRTH – if this code doe not appear then the book is not available 
through RES and you will need to use the purchasing options in the link above. 
 
Regards 
RES Admin 
admin@res.net.au  < contact for more information 

21RESRTH - Hard case 
20RESRTH - Paperback  


